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IIM Jammu’s Community Leadership Executive Course concludes successfully 

 

JAMMU MARCH 31: The Community Leadership Executive Course, a Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR) initiative led by Director IIM Jammu, Prof BS Sahay, concluded successfully 

today. The five-day training programme ran from March 27th to March 31st, 2023. 

The programme was organised in collaboration with the District Administration Kishtwar, Mission 

Youth and Government Polytechnic College Kishtwar. 

Chairperson of Executive Education and Consultancy (EE&C), Dr Pankaj K. Agarwal discussed various 

issues faced by participants from the Kishtwar region and mentioned that the programme successfully 

addressed key areas such as government schemes, drug abuse, and skill enhancement. He urged 

participants to represent their respective regions and play a pivotal role in regional development by 

implementing what they learned. 

Dean Academics IIM Jammu, Prof Jabir Ali deliberated on factors such as surroundings, ambiance, and 

overall atmosphere which play a major role in building leadership qualities. He expressed satisfaction 

with the successful completion of the programme and its potential for cross-learning. He urged 

participants to implement their learnings at the district level to pave the way for sustainable development 

in Jammu and Kashmir 

https://www.jkinfonews.com/news.aspx?q=Jammu


The valedictory ceremony was held at the Canal Road Campus and also attended by others including 

Programme Directors Dr Vaseem Akram and Dr Bijoy Rakshit; and AO-EE&C IIM Jammu, Nadeem 

Younus Zargar. 

https://www.jkinfonews.com/newsdet.aspx?q=76602 
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31st March Friday 2023 

Community Leadership Executive Course- A CSR 

Initiative Of IIM Jammu For The People And Community 

Of J & K Concludes On A Promising Note 

Jammu: The “Community Leadership Executive Course”, A CSR initiative under the 

leadership of Prof. B.S. Sahay, Director, IIM Jammu for the People and Community of J & 

K concluded on a promising note. The training programme was a five-day programme 

commencing from 27th March to 31st March 2023. The valedictory ceremony was held at 

its Canal Road Campus and graced by Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu, Dr. 

Pankaj.K. Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education and Consultancy (EE &C), Dr. Vaseem 

Akram, Programme Director, Dr. Bijoy Rakshit, Programme Director, IIM Jammu and Shri 

Nadeem Younus Zargar, AO- EE & C, IIM Jammu. The programme was organized in 

collaboration with the District Administration, Kishtwar, Mission Youth, and Govt. of 

Polytechnic College, Kishtwar. 

Dr. Vaseem Akram, Programme Director, IIM Jammu presented the highlights of the five-

day program. This was followed by the valedictory address by Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal, 

Chairperson, EE & C, IIM Jammu. 

Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education, and Consultancy (EE &C) 

complimented Dr. Devansh Yadav, IAS for coming up with this unique initiative for the 

Youth of Kishtwar and thereby contributing to the overall progress of the union territory 

of J & K. He also discussed on the various issues faced by the participants of the Kishtwar 

region, and also mentioned that the programme was successful in addressing the key areas 

ranging from the different Govt. schemes, drug abuse and enhancement of skillsets of the 

participants. He also urged all the participants to become the representatives of their 

respective regions and play a pivotal role in the development of the region and contribute 

to the nation-building exercise by implementing what they have learned in their respective 

regions. 



Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu mentioned that the closure of the programme 

indicates the start of a new chapter. He complimented Dr. Devansh Yadav, IAS, DC 

Kishtwar for coming up with such a noble thought for the development of the region by 

putting forward such a training initiative. He further mentioned that other than classroom 

learning, the surroundings, ambience, and overall atmosphere plays a major role in the 

building of leadership qualities. Since all this has multiplied effect and initiated cross-

learning, he expressed his satisfaction with the fruitful completion of the programme. 

During his address to the participants, he mentioned that the participants will be having 

many takeaways from this five-day power-packed programme and urged them to 

implement it at their district level by paving the path for sustainable development for the 

union territory of J & K. 

Prof. Jabir Ali and Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal engaged in a healthy discussion with all the 

participants and sought their feedback and suggestions regard to programme 

improvisation. The vote of thanks was proposed by Dr. Bijoy Rakshit, Programme Director, 

All the participants stood for the national anthem and the valedictory ceremony ended on 

a promising note. 

 

https://www.htsyndication.com/india-education-diary/article/community-leadership-

executive-course--a-csr-initiative-of-iim-jammu-for-the-people-and-community-of-j-and-

k-concludes-on-a-promising-note/70202966 
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Saturday, 01 April 2023-Web Version 

Community leadership executive course concludes at IIM Jammu 

JAMMU, Mar 31: The Community Leadership Executive Course, a CSR initiative led by Prof BS Sahay, 

Director, IIM Jammu, concluded here today on a promising note. 

As per a statement, the five-day training program was organized in collaboration with the District 

Administration, Kishtwar, Mission Youth, and the Government Polytechnic College, Kishtwar. 

The valedictory ceremony was held at IIM Jammu’s Canal Road Campus, attended by various 

dignitaries, including Prof Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu; Dr Pankaj K Agarwal, Chairperson, 

Executive Education and Consultancy (EE &C), and Dr Vaseem Akram and Dr Bijoy Rakshit, 

Programme Directors, IIM Jammu, among others. 

Dr Vaseem Akram presented the highlights of the program, followed by Dr Pankaj K Agarwal’s 

valedictory address. He appreciated Dr Devansh Yadav for his contribution to the initiative for the 

youth of Kishtwar and the overall progress of the Union Territory of J&K. 

He discussed the issues faced by the participants of the Kishtwar region and how the program 

successfully addressed key areas such as government schemes, drug abuse, and skill enhancement. 

Dr Agarwal urged all participants to become representatives of their regions and contribute to the 

development of the region and the nation-building exercise. 

Prof Jabir Ali complimented Dr Yadav for his noble initiative and discussed how the program 

contributed to building leadership qualities. 

He expressed his satisfaction with the successful completion of the program and urged participants 

to implement what they learned at the district level for sustainable development. 

During a healthy discussion with participants, Prof Ali and Dr Agarwal sought feedback and 

suggestions regarding program improvisation. 

Dr Bijoy Rakshit proposed the vote of thanks, followed by the National Anthem, and the valedictory 

ceremony ended on a promising note. 

 

https://www.dailyexcelsior.com/community-leadership-executive-course-concludes-at-iim-

jammu/ 
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Saturday, 01 April 2023 

IIM Jammu’s Community Leadership Executive Course concludes successfully. 
 

JAMMU Mar 31: The Community Leadership Executive Course, a Corporate Social Respon-sibility (CSR) initiative 

led by Director IIM Jammu, Prof BS Sahay, concluded successfully today. The five-day training programme ran 

from March 27th to March 31st, 2023. 

The programme was organised in collaboration with the District Administration Kishtwar, Mission Youth and 

Government Polytechnic College Kishtwar. 

Chairperson of Executive Education and Consultancy (EE&C), Dr Pankaj K. Agarwal discussed various issues 

faced by participants from the Kishtwar region and mentioned that the programme successfully addressed key 

areas such as government schemes, drug abuse, and skill enhancement. 

He urged participants to represent their respective regions and play a pivotal role in regional development 

by implementing what they learned. 

Dean Academics IIM Jammu, Prof Jabir Ali deliberated on factors such as surroundings, ambiance, and overall 

atmosphere which play a major role in building leadership qualities. 

He expressed satisfaction with the successful completion of the programme and its potential for cross- learning. 

He urged participants to implement their learnings at the district level to pave the way for sustainable 

development in Jammu and Kashmir. 

The valedictory ceremony was held at the Canal Road Campus and also attended by others including 

Programme Directors Dr Vaseem Akram and Dr Bijoy Rakshit; and AO-EE&C IIM Jammu, Nadeem Younus 

Zargar. 

http://www.journeyline.in/newsdet.aspx?q=254495 

http://www.journeyline.in/newsdet.aspx?q=254495
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Saturday, 01 April 2023 

 

STATE 

IIM Jammu’s Community Leadership Executive Course concludes 

successfully 
 

By: TP News     Date: 3/31/2023 11:09:01 PM Jammu: 

The Community Leadership Executive Course, a Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR) initiative led by Director IIM Jammu, Prof BS Sahay, 

concluded successfully today. The five-day training programme ran from 

March 27th to March 31st, 2023. 

The programme was organised in collaboration with the District 

Administration Kishtwar, Mission Youth and Government Polytechnic 

College Kishtwar. 

Chairperson of Executive Education and Consultancy (EE&C), Dr 

Pankaj K. Agarwal discussed various issues faced by participants from 

https://thepublish.in/iim-jammu%E2%80%99s-community-leadership-executive-course-concludes-successfully
https://thepublish.in/iim-jammu%E2%80%99s-community-leadership-executive-course-concludes-successfully
https://thepublish.in/iim-jammu%E2%80%99s-community-leadership-executive-course-concludes-successfully
https://thepublish.in/iim-jammu%E2%80%99s-community-leadership-executive-course-concludes-successfully
https://thepublish.in/iim-jammu%E2%80%99s-community-leadership-executive-course-concludes-successfully
https://thepublish.in/iim-jammu%E2%80%99s-community-leadership-executive-course-concludes-successfully
https://thepublish.in/iim-jammu%E2%80%99s-community-leadership-executive-course-concludes-successfully


the Kishtwar region and mentioned that the programme successfully 

addressed key areas such as government schemes, drug abuse, and skill 

enhancement. He urged participants to represent their respective regions 

and play a pivotal role in regional development by implementing what 

they learned. 

Dean Academics IIM Jammu, Prof Jabir Ali deliberated on factors 

such as surroundings, ambiance, and overall atmosphere which play a 

major role in building leadership qualities. He expressed satisfaction with 

the successful completion of the programme and its potential for cross-

learning. He urged participants to implement their learnings at the district 

level to pave the way for sustainable development in Jammu and 

Kashmir. 

The valedictory ceremony was held at the Canal Road Campus and 

also attended by others including Programme Directors Dr Vaseem 

Akram and Dr Bijoy Rakshit; and AO-EE&C IIM Jammu, Nadeem 

Younus Zargar. 

https://thepublish.in/iim-jammu%E2%80%99s-community-leadership-

executive-course-concludes-successfully 
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Saturday, 01 April 2023 

IIM Jammu’s Community Leadership Executive Course Concludes Successfully 
 

JAMMU MARCH 31: The Community Leadership Executive Course, a Corporate Social Responsibility 

(CSR) initiative led by Director IIM Jammu, Prof BS Sahay, concluded successfully today. The five-

day training programme ran from March 27th to March 31st, 2023. 

The programme was organised in collaboration with the District Administration Kishtwar, Mission 

Youth and Government Polytechnic College Kishtwar. 

Chairperson of Executive Education and Consultancy (EE&C), Dr Pankaj K. Agarwal discussed various 

issues faced by participants from the Kishtwar region and mentioned that the programme 

successfully addressed key areas such as government schemes, drug abuse, and skill enhancement. 

He urged participants to represent their respective regions and play a pivotal role in regional 

development by implementing what they learned. 

Dean Academics IIM Jammu, Prof Jabir Ali deliberated on factors such as surroundings, ambiance, 

and overall atmosphere which play a major role in building leadership qualities. He expressed 

satisfaction with the successful completion of the programme and its potential for cross-learning. 

He urged participants to implement their learnings at the district level to pave the way for 

sustainable development in Jammu and Kashmir. 

The valedictory ceremony was held at the Canal Road Campus and also attended by others including 

Programme Directors Dr Vaseem Akram and Dr Bijoy Rakshit; and AO-EE&C IIM Jammu, Nadeem 

Younus Zargar. 

https://boldnewsonline.com/iim-jammus-community-leadership-executive-course-concludes-

successfully/ 

https://boldnewsonline.com/iim-jammus-community-leadership-executive-course-concludes-successfully/
https://boldnewsonline.com/iim-jammus-community-leadership-executive-course-concludes-successfully/


 

 
 

              Saturday, 01 April 2023-Web Version 

IIM Jammu’s Community Leadership Executive Course concludes successfully 

Jammu The Community Leadership Executive Course, a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

initiative led by Director IIM Jammu, Prof BS Sahay, concluded successfully on Friday. The five-day 

training programme ran from March 27th to March 31st, 2023. 

The programme was organised in collaboration with the District Administration Kishtwar, Mission 

Youth and Government Polytechnic College Kishtwar. 

Chairperson of Executive Education and Consultancy (EE&C), Dr Pankaj K. Agarwal discussed various 

issues faced by participants from the Kishtwar region and mentioned that the programme 

successfully addressed key areas such as government schemes, drug abuse, and skill enhancement. 

He urged participants to represent their respective regions and play a pivotal role in regional 

development by implementing what they learned. 

Dean Academics IIM Jammu, Prof Jabir Ali deliberated on factors such as surroundings, ambiance, 

and overall atmosphere which play a major role in building leadership qualities. He expressed 

satisfaction with the successful completion of the programme and its potential for cross-learning. 

He urged participants to implement their learnings at the district level to pave the way for 

sustainable development in Jammu and Kashmir. 

The valedictory ceremony was held at the Canal Road Campus and also attended by others including 

Programme Directors Dr Vaseem Akram and Dr Bijoy Rakshit; and AO-EE&C IIM Jammu, Nadeem 

Younus Zargar. 

https://thekashmirhorizon.com/2023/04/01/iim-jammus-community-leadership-executive-

course-concludes-successfully/ 
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Saturday, 01 April 2023 

IIM Jammu’s Community Leadership Executive Course concludes successfully 
 

JAMMU March 31: The Community Leadership Executive Course, a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

initiative led by Director IIM Jammu, Prof BS Sahay, concluded successfully today. The five-day training 

programme ran from March 27th to March 31st, 2023. 

The programme was organised in collaboration with the District Administration Kishtwar, Mission Youth and 

Government Polytechnic College Kishtwar. 

Chairperson of Executive Education and Consultancy (EE&C), Dr Pankaj K. Agarwal discussed various issues 

faced by participants from the Kishtwar region and mentioned that the programme successfully addressed key 

areas such as government schemes, drug abuse, and skill enhancement. He urged participants to represent 

their respective regions and play a pivotal role in regional development by implementing what they learned. 

Dean Academics IIM Jammu, Prof Jabir Ali deliberated on factors such as surroundings, ambiance, and overall 

atmosphere which play a major role in building leadership qualities. He expressed satisfaction with the 

successful completion of the programme and its potential for cross-learning. He urged participants to 

implement their learnings at the district level to pave the way for sustainable development in Jammu and 

Kashmir. 

The valedictory ceremony was held at the Canal Road Campus and also attended by others including 

Programme Directors Dr Vaseem Akram and Dr Bijoy Rakshit; and AO-EE&C IIM Jammu, Nadeem Younus 

Zargar. 

https://www.takeonedigitalnetwork.com/iim-jammus-community-leadership-executive-course-

concludes-successfully/ 

https://www.takeonedigitalnetwork.com/iim-jammus-community-leadership-executive-course-concludes-successfully/
https://www.takeonedigitalnetwork.com/iim-jammus-community-leadership-executive-course-concludes-successfully/


      
 

Saturday, 01 April 2023 

IIM Jammu's Community Leadership Executive Course concludes successfully 
 

 

JAMMU: The Community Leadership Executive Course, a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
initiative led by Director IIM Jammu, Prof BS Sahay, concluded successfully today. The five-day 
training programme ran from March 27th to March 31st, 2023. 

The programme was organised in collaboration with the District Administration Kishtwar, Mission 
Youth and Government Polytechnic College Kishtwar. 

Chairperson of Executive Education and Consultancy (EE&C), Dr Pankaj K. Agarwal discussed various 
issues faced by participants from the Kishtwar region and mentioned that the programme 
successfully addressed key areas such as government schemes, drug abuse, and skill enhancement. 

He urged participants to represent their respective regions and play a pivotal role in regional 
development by implementing what they learned. 

Dean Academics IIM Jammu, Prof Jabir Ali deliberated on factors such as surroundings, ambiance, 
and overall atmosphere which play a major role in building leadership qualities. He expressed 
satisfaction with the successful completion of the programme and its potential for cross-learning. 
He urged participants to implement their learnings at the district level to pave the way for 
sustainable development in Jammu and Kashmir. The valedictory ceremony was held at the Canal 
Road Campus and also attended by others including Programme Directors Dr Vaseem Akram and 
Dr Bijoy Rakshit; and AO-EE&C IIM Jammu, Nadeem Younus Zargar. 

https://www.jammulinksnews.com/newsdetail/313587/Jammu-Links-News-

IIM_Jammus_Community_Leadership_Executive_Course_concludes_successfully 

https://www.jammulinksnews.com/newsdetail/313587/Jammu-Links-News-IIM_Jammus_Community_Leadership_Executive_Course_concludes_successfully
https://www.jammulinksnews.com/newsdetail/313587/Jammu-Links-News-IIM_Jammus_Community_Leadership_Executive_Course_concludes_successfully


 
 

Saturday, 01 April 2023 

Community Leadership Executive Course- A CSR Initiative of IIM Jammu for 

the People and Community of J &K concludes on a promising note 

Jammu, March 31 (Scoop News)-The “Community Leadership Executive Course”, A CSR initiative under 

the leadership of Prof. B.S. Sahay, Director, IIM Jammu for the People and Community of J & K 

concluded on a promising note. The training programme was a five-day programme commencing from 

27th March to 31st March 2023. The valedictory ceremony was held at its Canal Road Campus and 

graced by Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu, Dr. Pankaj.K. Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive 

Education and Consultancy (EE &C), Dr. Vaseem Akram, Programme Director, Dr. Bijoy Rakshit, 

Programme Director, IIM Jammu and Shri Nadeem Younus Zargar, AO- EE & C,IIM Jammu. The 

programme was organized in collaboration with the District Administration, Kishtwar, Mission Youth, 

and Govt. of Polytechnic College, Kishtwar. 

Dr. Vaseem Akram, Programme Director, IIM Jammu presented the highlights of the five-day program. 

This was followed by the valedictory address by Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal, Chairperson, EE & C, IIM 

Jammu. 

Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education, and Consultancy (EE &C) complimented Dr. 

Devansh Yadav, IAS for coming up with this unique initiative for the Youth of Kishtwar and thereby 

contributing to the overall progress of the union territory of J & K. He also discussed on the various 

issues faced by the participants of the Kishtwar region, and also mentioned that the programme was 

successful in addressing the key areas ranging from the different Govt. schemes, drug abuse and 

enhancement of skillsets of the participants. He also urged all the participants to become the 

representatives of their respective regions and play a pivotal role in the development of the region 

and contribute to the nation-building exercise by implementing what they have learned in their 

respective regions. 

Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu mentioned that the closure of the programme indicates 

the start of a new chapter. He complimented Dr. Devansh Yadav, IAS, DC Kishtwar for coming up 

with such a noble thought for the development of the region by putting forward such atraining 

initiative. He further mentioned that other thanclassroom learning, the surroundings, ambience, 

and overall atmosphere plays a major role in the building of leadership qualities. Since all this has 

multiplied effect and initiatedcross-learning, he expressed his satisfaction with the fruitful 

completion of the programme. During his address to the participants, he mentioned that the 

participants will be having many takeaways from this five-day power-packed programme and urged 

them to implement it at their district level by paving the path for sustainable development for the 

union territory of J & K. 

Prof. Jabir Ali and Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwalengaged in a healthy discussion with all the participants 

and sought their feedback and suggestions regard to programme improvisation. The vote of 

thanks was proposed by Dr.Bijoy Rakshit, Programme Director, All the participants stood for the 

national anthem and the valedictory ceremony ended on a promising note. 

http://www.scoopnews.in/det.aspx?q=12187 

http://www.scoopnews.in/det.aspx?q=12187


 
 

Saturday, 01 April 2023 

Community Leadership Executive Course- A CSR Initiative of IIM Jammu for 

the People and Community of J &K concludes on a promising note 

Jammu, March 31 (KIP)-The “Community Leadership Executive Course”, A CSR initiative under the 

leadership of Prof. B.S. Sahay, Director, IIM Jammu for the People and Community of J & K 

concluded on a promising note. The training programme was a five-day programme commencing 

from 27th March to 31st March 2023. The valedictory ceremony was held at its Canal Road Campus 

and graced by Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu, Dr. Pankaj.K. Agarwal, Chairperson, 

Executive Education and Consultancy (EE &C), Dr. Vaseem Akram, Programme Director, Dr. Bijoy 

Rakshit, Programme Director, IIM Jammu and Shri Nadeem Younus Zargar, AO- EE & C,IIM Jammu. 

The programme was organized in collaboration with the District Administration, Kishtwar, Mission 

Youth, and Govt. of Polytechnic College, Kishtwar. 

Dr. Vaseem Akram, Programme Director, IIM Jammu presented the highlights of the five-day 

program. This was followed by the valedictory address by Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal, Chairperson, EE & 

C, IIM Jammu. 

Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education, and Consultancy (EE &C) complimented 

Dr. Devansh Yadav, IAS for coming up with this unique initiative for the Youth of Kishtwar and 

thereby contributing to the overall progress of the union territory of J & K. He also discussed on the 

various issues faced by the participants of the Kishtwar region, and also mentioned that the 

programme was successful in addressing the key areas ranging from the different Govt. schemes, 

drug abuse and enhancement of skillsets of the participants. He also urged all the participants to 

become the representatives of their respective regions and play a pivotal role in the development 

of the region and contribute to the nation-building exercise by implementing what they have 

learned in their respective regions. 

Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu mentioned that the closure of the programme indicates 

the start of a new chapter. He complimented Dr. Devansh Yadav, IAS, DC Kishtwar for coming up 

with such a noble thought for the development of the region by putting forward such atraining 

initiative. He further mentioned that other thanclassroom learning, the surroundings, ambience, 

and overall atmosphere plays a major role in the building of leadership qualities. Since all this has 

multiplied effect and initiatedcross-learning, he expressed his satisfaction with the fruitful 

completion of the programme. During his address to the participants, he mentioned that the 

participants will be having many takeaways from this five-day power-packed programme and urged 

them to implement it at their district level by paving the path for sustainable development for the 

union territory of J & K. 

Prof. Jabir Ali and Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal engaged in a healthy discussion with all the participants 

and sought their feedback and suggestions regard to programme improvisation. The vote of thanks 

was proposed by Dr.Bijoy Rakshit, Programme Director, All the participants stood for the national 

anthem and the valedictory ceremony ended on a promising note. 

http://www.kipnews.in/newsdet.aspx?q=24265 

http://www.kipnews.in/newsdet.aspx?q=24265


 
 

Saturday, 01 April 2023 

Community Leadership Executive Course- A CSR Initiative of IIM Jammu for 

the People and Community of J & K concludes on a promising note 

31st March 2023, Jammu: The “Community Leadership Executive Course”, A CSR initiative under 

the leadership of Prof. B.S. Sahay, Director, IIM Jammu for the People and Community of J & K 

concluded on a promising note. The training programme was a five-day programme commencing 

from 27th March to 31st March 2023. The valedictory ceremony was held at its Canal Road Campus 

and graced by Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu, Dr. Pankaj.K. Agarwal, Chairperson, 

Executive Education and Consultancy (EE &C), Dr. Vaseem Akram, Programme Director, Dr. Bijoy 

Rakshit, Programme Director, IIM Jammu and Shri Nadeem Younus Zargar, AO- EE & C, IIM Jammu. 

The programme was organized in collaboration with the District Administration, Kishtwar, Mission 

Youth, and Govt. of Polytechnic College, Kishtwar. 

Dr. Vaseem Akram, Programme Director, IIM Jammu presented the highlights of the five-day 

program. This was followed by the valedictory address by Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal, Chairperson, EE & 

C, IIM Jammu. 

Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education, and Consultancy (EE &C) complimented 

Dr. Devansh Yadav, IAS for coming up with this unique initiative for the Youth of Kishtwar and 

thereby contributing to the overall progress of the union territory of J & K. He also discussed on the 

various issues faced by the participants of the Kishtwar region, and also mentioned that the 

programme was successful in addressing the key areas ranging from the different Govt. schemes, 

drug abuse and enhancement of skillsets of the participants. He also urged all the participants to 

become the representatives of their respective regions and play a pivotal role in the development 

of the region and contribute to the nation-building exercise by implementing what they have 

learned in their respective regions. 

Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu mentioned that the closure of the programme indicates 

the start of a new chapter. He complimented Dr. Devansh Yadav, IAS, DC Kishtwar for coming up 

with such a noble thought for the development of the region by putting forward such a training 

initiative. He further mentioned that other than classroom learning, the surroundings, ambience, 

and overall atmosphere plays a major role in the building of leadership qualities. Since all this has 

multiplied effect and initiated cross-learning, he expressed his satisfaction with the fruitful 

completion of the programme. During his address to the participants, he mentioned that the 

participants will be having many takeaways from this five-day power-packed programme and urged 

them to implement it at their district level by paving the path for sustainable development for the 

union territory of J & K. 

Prof. Jabir Ali and Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal engaged in a healthy discussion with all the participants 

and sought their feedback and suggestions regard to programme improvisation. The vote of thanks 

was proposed by Dr. Bijoy Rakshit, Programme Director, All the participants stood for the national 

anthem and the valedictory ceremony ended on a promising note. 

https://ibgnews.com/2023/03/31/community-leadership-executive-course-a-csr-initiative-of-iim-

jammu-for-the-people-and-community-of-j-k-concludes-on-a-promising-note/  
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Saturday, 01 April 2023 

Community Leadership Executive Course- A CSR 

Initiative Of IIM Jammu For The People And Community 

Of J & K Concludes On A Promising Note 

Jammu: The “Community Leadership Executive Course”, A CSR initiative under the 

leadership of Prof. B.S. Sahay, Director, IIM Jammu for the People and Community of J & 

K concluded on a promising note. The training programme was a five-day programme 

commencing from 27th March to 31st March 2023. The valedictory ceremony was held at 

its Canal Road Campus and graced by Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu, Dr. 

Pankaj.K. Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education and Consultancy (EE &C), Dr. Vaseem 

Akram, Programme Director, Dr. Bijoy Rakshit, Programme Director, IIM Jammu and Shri 

Nadeem Younus Zargar, AO- EE & C, IIM Jammu. The programme was organized in 

collaboration with the District Administration, Kishtwar, Mission Youth, and Govt. of 

Polytechnic College, Kishtwar. 

Dr. Vaseem Akram, Programme Director, IIM Jammu presented the highlights of the five-

day program. This was followed by the valedictory address by Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal, 

Chairperson, EE & C, IIM Jammu. 

Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education, and Consultancy (EE &C) 

complimented Dr. Devansh Yadav, IAS for coming up with this unique initiative for the 

Youth of Kishtwar and thereby contributing to the overall progress of the union territory 

of J & K. He also discussed on the various issues faced by the participants of the Kishtwar 

region, and also mentioned that the programme was successful in addressing the key areas 

ranging from the different Govt. schemes, drug abuse and enhancement of skillsets of the 

participants. He also urged all the participants to become the representatives of their 

respective regions and play a pivotal role in the development of the region and contribute 

to the nation-building exercise by implementing what they have learned in their respective 

regions. 

Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu mentioned that the closure of the programme 

indicates the start of a new chapter. He complimented Dr. Devansh Yadav, IAS, DC 



Kishtwar for coming up with such a noble thought for the development of the region by 

putting forward such a training initiative. He further mentioned that other than classroom 

learning, the surroundings, ambience, and overall atmosphere plays a major role in the 

building of leadership qualities. Since all this has multiplied effect and initiated cross-

learning, he expressed his satisfaction with the fruitful completion of the programme. 

During his address to the participants, he mentioned that the participants will be having 

many takeaways from this five-day power-packed programme and urged them to 

implement it at their district level by paving the path for sustainable development for the 

union territory of J & K. 

Prof. Jabir Ali and Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal engaged in a healthy discussion with all the 

participants and soughttheir feedback and suggestions regard to programme 

improvisation. The vote of thanks was proposed by Dr. Bijoy Rakshit, Programme Director, 

All the participants stood for the national anthem and the valedictory ceremony ended on 

a promising note. 
 

https://jknewstoday.com/community-leadership-executive-course-a-csr-initiative-of-iim-jammu-for-

the-people-and-community-of-j-k-concludes-on-a-promising-note1/ 
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Saturday, 01 April 2023 

Community Leadership Executive Course- A 

CSR Initiative of IIM Jammu for the People 

and Community of J & K concludes on a 

promising note 

By skilloutlook  /  March 31, 2023  /  Comments Offon Community Leadership Executive Course- A CSR Initiative of IIM 
Jammu for the People and Community of J & K concludes on a promising note 

Jammu:  The “Community Leadership Executive Course”, A CSR initiative under the 

leadership of Prof. B.S. Sahay, Director, IIM Jammu for the People and Community of J & K 

concluded on a promising note. The training programme was a five-day programme 

commencing from 27th March to 31st March 2023. The valedictory ceremony was held at its 

Canal Road Campus and graced by Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu, Dr. 

Pankaj.K. Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education and Consultancy (EE &C), Dr. Vaseem 

Akram, Programme Director, Dr. Bijoy Rakshit, Programme Director, IIM Jammu and Shri 

Nadeem Younus Zargar, AO- EE & C, IIM Jammu. The programme was organized in 

collaboration with the District Administration, Kishtwar, Mission Youth, and Govt. of 

Polytechnic College, Kishtwar. 

 

Dr. Vaseem Akram, Programme Director, IIM Jammu presented the highlights of the five-day 

program. This was followed by the valedictory address by Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal, 

Chairperson, EE & C, IIM Jammu. 

Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal, Chairperson, Executive Education, and Consultancy (EE &C) 

complimented Dr. Devansh Yadav, IAS for coming up with this unique initiative for the Youth 

of Kishtwar and thereby contributing to the overall progress of the union territory of J & K. He 

also discussed on the various issues faced by the participants of the Kishtwar region, and also 

mentioned that the programme was successful in addressing the key areas ranging from the 

different Govt. schemes, drug abuse and enhancement of skillsets of the participants. He also 

urged all the participants to become the representatives of their respective regions and play a 

pivotal role in the development of the region and contribute to the nation-building exercise by 

implementing what they have learned in their respective regions. 

https://skilloutlook.com/author/skilloutlook


Prof. Jabir Ali, Dean Academics, IIM Jammu mentioned that the closure of the programme 

indicates the start of a new chapter. He complimented Dr. Devansh Yadav, IAS, DC Kishtwar 

for coming up with such a noble thought for the development of the region by putting forward 

such a training initiative.  He further mentioned that other than classroom learning, the 

surroundings, ambience, and overall atmosphere plays a major role in the building of leadership 

qualities. Since all this has multiplied effect and initiated cross-learning, he expressed his 

satisfaction with the fruitful completion of the programme. During his address to the 

participants, he mentioned that the participants will be having many takeaways from this five-

day power-packed programme and urged them to implement it at their district level by paving 

the path for sustainable development for the union territory of J & K. 

Prof. Jabir Ali and Dr. Pankaj. K. Agarwal engaged in a healthy discussion with all the 

participants and sought their feedback and suggestions regard to programme 

improvisation.  The vote of thanks was proposed by Dr. Bijoy Rakshit, Programme Director, 

All the participants stood for the national anthem and the valedictory ceremony ended on a 

promising note. 

https://skilloutlook.com/education/community-leadership-executive-course-a-csr-initiative-of-iim-

jammu-for-the-people-and-community-of-j-k-concludes-on-a-promising-

note#:~:text=Jammu%3A%20The%20%E2%80%9CCommunity%20Leadership%20Executive%20Cours

e%E2%80%9D%2C%20A%20CSR,27%20th%20March%20to%2031%20st%20March%202023. 
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IIM Jammu’s Community Leadership Executive Course concludes successfully 
 
JAMMU MARCH 31: The Community Leadership Executive Course, a Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) initiative led by Director IIM Jammu, Prof BS Sahay, concluded 
successfully today. The five-day training programme ran from March 27th to March 31st, 
2023. 
 
The programme was organised in collaboration with the District Administration Kishtwar, 
Mission Youth and Government Polytechnic College Kishtwar. 
 
Chairperson of Executive Education and Consultancy (EE&C), Dr Pankaj K. Agarwal discussed 
various issues faced by participants from the Kishtwar region and mentioned that the 
programme successfully addressed key areas such as government schemes, drug abuse, and 
skill enhancement. He urged participants to represent their respective regions and play a 
pivotal role in regional development by implementing what they learned. 
 
Dean Academics IIM Jammu, Prof Jabir Ali deliberated on factors such as surroundings, 
ambiance, and overall atmosphere which play a major role in building leadership qualities. 
He expressed satisfaction with the successful completion of the programme and its potential 
for cross-learning. He urged participants to implement their learnings at the district level to 
pave the way for sustainable development in Jammu and Kashmir. 
 
The valedictory ceremony was held at the Canal Road Campus and also attended by others 
including Programme Directors Dr Vaseem Akram and Dr Bijoy Rakshit; and AO-EE&C IIM 
Jammu, Nadeem Younus Zargar. 
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